We have conducted an experimental and theoretical study of the threshold characteristics of a space simulation beam-plasma discharge with emphasis on density profiles and a density-dependent ignition criterion. The study included various beam-plasma conditions covering beam currents from 8 to 85 ma, beam energies from 0.8 to 2.0 keV, and magnetic fields at 0.9 and 1.5 G. The study included experimenta! determinations of radial profiles of electron density for each of the selected conditions extending from a low-density, pre-beam-plasma discharge state to a strong beam-plasma discharge condition. At beam-plasma discharge threshold it was determined that (%,/rOc) = 5.4 was the densitydependent ignition criterion. The experimental results are shown to agree with detailed model calculations, which consider the beam-plasma discharge to be produced by large-amplitude electron plasma waves resulting from the beam-plasma interaction.
INTRODUCTION as
A cold electron beam propagating through a weakly ionized plasma will, under proper conditions, produce a modified beam-plasma state known as the beam-plasma discharge (BPD). This discharge state has received considerable attention in recent years as a result of increased interest in mechanisms for vehicle neutralization during spaceborne accelerator experiments [Bernstein et al., 1980; Carnbou et al., 1978; Galeev et al., 1976] , enhanced beam-plasma ionization processes [Bernstein et al., 1978] , and, in general, single-particle or collective phenomena initiated by beams injected into neutral gas and charged-particle environments [ The BPD appears at a critical energetic-electron-beam current IB c, with the transition from single-particle behavior (IB < I• c, pre-BPD) to collective processes (I• > I• •, solid BPD) described as follows for conditions in which the plasma is created by the beam itself.
1. As an electron beam linearly interacts with a neutral gas, it collisionally produces a plasma with a density that varies directly with the magnitude of the beam current for a fixed beam energy.
2. As the beam current is increased to a critical value I• •, a two-stream instability sets in and the electric fields of the excited waves heat the electrons to energies comparable to the ionization energy. The 'heated' electrons create an enhanced ionization process, which results in an avalanche breakdown, the BPD.
Bernstein et al. [1979] In subsequent sections we present the experimental and theoretical details, which establish the density-dependent threshold conditions for BPD at 3.5 •< •op/•oc •< 6.9.
EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION AND RESULTS
The experiment was conducted in a large vacuum chamber facility at the NASA Johnson Space Center with an experimental configuration similar to those employed in earlier investigations [Bernstein et al., 1979] . The configuration is illustrated in Figure 1 with specific emphasis on the pulsed plasma probe measurement and the associated prOCedUre for %,/•% determinations. Not shown are the previouSly'described diagnostics [Bernstein et al., 1979; Jost et al., 1980] including the 3914-• scanning photometer, the segmented current collector, the energetic electron electrostatic analyzer, and the remote wave detection antenna and spectrum analyzer system. The beam was generated by a tungsten:
cathode Pierce-type diode gun, mounted on a positioncontrolled cart. In all cases the beam was injected parallel to the magnetic field/• and terminated on a 3 x 3 m target suspended about 20 m above the gun aperture. A combination of coil current and the earth's magnetic field established the B field at selected levels up to 1.5 G.
In most cases the beam was injected into a neutral gas with no pre-beam plasma; however, the experimental investig a- The plasma density measurements were made for seven different conditions, each identified by preselected values for Ve, B, P and the existence or nonexistence of a pre-beam plasma. For each condition a steady state value for le was set, the traversal mechanism was exercised, and an electron density profile was recorded. A sample profile collected under pre-BPD conditions is presented in Figure 3 . The abscissa is time relative to the start of the radial traversal, and the ordinate is relative electron density as determined by base line electron-saturation currents collected by the E probe. (The second in the two-probe configuration was defined as the I probe because the associated base line currents were collected in the ion-saturation portion of the probe's current-voltage characteristic Szuszczewicz, 1975, 1981] .) At the start of each traversal the probe was at its outermost position relative to the center of the chamber. As time increased, the probe was moved into and through the beam; at maximum penetration toward the chamber center, the traversal system was reversed, allowing a second measurement of the density profile as the probe moved back to its original outermost position. With this procedure the probe's maximum penetration toward the chamber center is identified by the symmetry point in the 'double' profile. The symmetry in the double profile providtal data for the relative density profiles presented in Figures  3, 5a, and 5b. Figures 3 and 5a upper  left) . We note that the RF signatures are highly time dependent, generally fluctuating in intensity and in frequency. Similarly, the local plasma densities are highly time dependent (see, e.g., IB fluctuations in Figure 4) with that dependency averaged out over 1-s intervals for the relative density profiles in Figure 5 and 6.
As Ia is increased above the threshold level (runs 58 and 59 in Figures 5a and 5b) , the plasma density increases and the radial profiles take on variable configurations. In run 58, for example, the beam center is 'depleted' with an increased density level at its edges. This configuration has been observed in a number of cases and is thought to manifest electron heating in the beam core with generally higher diffusion rates and associated losses. The profile becomes more complex in run 59, possibly due to higher order diffusion modes.
The results in Figure 6 have been selected to present information at a higher applied magnetic field and to illustrate that the description of beam-plasma profiles offered in connection with Figure 5 is by no means considered universally applicable to the various levels of the B?D. Our current level of understanding does not allow for a detailed causeeffect description of each and every profile, but at present we would point to Figure 5a as the simplest configuration that illustrates the transition from pre-BPD to the solid BPD state.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND DISCUSSION

OF RESULTS
Before presenting the theoretical details of the BPD threshold criteria as applied to the present experiment, it is important to discuss some aspects of our model that play a key role in the interpretation of the experimental results.
For all experimental parameters the relevant mean free paths (i.e., thermalization, ionization, etc.) were much longer than the system length L. This, as discussed in detail by Papadopoulos [1981] for a finite system, leads to a requirement for axial confinement of both the ionizing and the ambient electrons. As shown in the above paper, the required axial confinement can be achieved if the energy deposited by the beam electrons is absorbed by only a few ambient electrons (i.e., 1%), which are accelerated to energies larger than the ionization potential. A fraction of these electrons quickly escapes the system, thereby building potential sheaths at the ends. The sheaths accelerate ambient ions to escape at the rate of the fast electrons, while trapping the cold part of the energetic electron population. A detailed description of the process can be found in the work of Papadopoulos [ 1981] . For the purposes of the present paper, we retain the requirement that the collisionless mechanism responsible for BPD should deposit most of its energy in suprathermal tails with energy much larger than the ionization energy while leaving the majority of the electrons cold. As discussed in many publications [ 
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The criterion (7), with Oi being the beam's angle of injection relative to the magnetic field, can be generalized to the case where the plasma radius R is different from the beam radius ro [Rowland et al., 1981] . In this case, 
where K is gun perveance in micropervs, rg is the gun radius, Table 2 we find the average computed value to be top/tOc -4.95. This result, while subject to moderate uncertainties in ro/R, is taken to be in excellent agreement with the experimentally derived conditions (Table 1 and equation (4)) providing complementary arguments that confirm the original suggestion that the ignition of the BPD was coupled to a densitydependent threshold criterion. We should mention that the above theory is consistent with the observational facts that the temperature of the plasma electrons is much lower than the ionization potential [Szuszczewicz et al., 1979] , and energetic tails are observed within the beam-plasma core [Szuszczewicz, 1982] .
